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COVID-19 Procedures – 2020 HSCF Sporting Clays Tournament
Registration
1.

All registration must be held outside at the pavilion
i.

1.
2.

GHSC will have multiple tables for guests to register, sign waivers, and receive wristbands

All guests and staff will have their temperatures checked upon arrival
The waiver will ask the following questions prior to the guest signing
1. Are you currently diagnosed with COVID-19 or had any contact in the past 14 days with someone
who was diagnosed with COVID-19?
2. Have you experienced any cold or flu like symptoms or had any contact with anyone with cold or
flu like symptoms in the past 14 days?
ii.
iii.

Event will also have multiple registration tables at the pavilion for event payment and purchases
Clubhouse will only be used for restroom and pro-shop needs

Courses
1.

2.
3.
4.

One of the guidelines for outdoor sports put out by the State of Texas is, “all individuals age 10 and older
must wear a face covering (over the nose and mouth) wherever it is not feasible to maintain six feet of social
distancing from another individual not in the same household or, for those engaging in physical activities
outdoors, wherever the individual is not able to maintain a safe physical distance from others not in the same
household.”
All 4 person teams will be given one cart per team
Each station will have designated sanitation
Each course will set number of teams, those stations with two teams will be required to distance until the next
team moves on
i.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Two courses, 13 stations with additional flurry station and mulligan stations

Mulligans will have their own station, to eliminate any bottlenecks and avoid those from gathering
One ref per designated station/game area, all referees will be required to wear a mask, gloves not required
but recommended. Refs will prep each shooters ammo only
Bottled water will be provided in coolers at the stations, once a bottle is removed from the cooler it cannot be
put back in
GHSC Gun Care Center only allows 4 guests at a time
6’ social distancing practices are mandatory for everyone in attendance
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